Big Ben

**Oil Pattern Distance** 44
**Reverse Brush Drop** 39
**Oil Per Board** Multi ul
**Forward Oil Total** 16.22 mL
**Reverse Oil Total** 8.48 mL
**Volume Oil Total** 24.7 mL
**Tank Configuration** N/A
**Tank A Conditioner** FIRE
**Tank B Conditioner** ICE

Cleaner Ratio Main Mix 4:1 Forward
Cleaner Ratio Back End Mix 4:1 Reverse
Cleaner Ratio Back End Distance 59 Combined

Buffer RPM: 4 = 720 | 3 = 500 | 2 = 200 | 1 = 50

Designed for FLEX | BIG BEN - 6544 | One of the most popular landmarks in the UK is the Elizabeth Tower, which houses Big Ben, the largest bell of the clock in the tower. At 44’ in length, this Recreation pattern will also be very popular as it will provide a lane condition...